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Abstract 

 

Studies have established support for a super-reversal effect, whereby people infer 

earlier events given knowledge of subsequent events more accurately than they infer 

subsequent events given knowledge of earlier ones.  All such studies were based on 

narrative descriptions.  Thus, it appears the origins of the super-reversal effect may 

not be explained by the structure of action sequences, or by features of the 

participants, but instead the effect may arise purely as a facet of narrative description.  

This study is a partial replication and extension of previous studies designed to 

investigate this issue, using football action sequences presented as either narratives, 

still frames or a combination of the two.  Participants viewed the action sequences in 

either a forwards or backwards direction (by inferring later or earlier events) and were 

surveyed for football expertise.  Evidence in support of the super-reversal effect was 

found, with the effect holding for still frames as well as narratives.  Expertise was 

found to exert an effect at the backward direction only.  Results are interpreted and 

discussed in terms of the debated origins of the effect.  Implications and suggestions 

for further research are made.         
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Introduction 

 

 

The Origins of the Super-Reversal Effect 

 

Much of the literature available to psychologists preoccupies itself with establishing 

causal links between isolated events removed from everyday context.  In this way, it 

appears that the psychologist cannot become fully informed about the build-up to and 

consequences of human action.  However, sequence analysis offers itself as a 

plausible solution to this problem, as this technique allows typical chains of events in 

a given context or setting to be found.  Thus, sequence analysis involves breaking a 

chain of events down into its constituent parts to reveal underlying interconnections 

and is usually performed by analysing behaviour in terms of its transitional 

probability structure (Bakeman & Gottman, 1986; Gottman & Roy, 1990).  

 

In 1995, Clarke, Forsyth & Wright applied sequence analysis to the escalating 

problem of road traffic accidents.  They proposed that this technique would reveal the 

extent to which accidents may have been foreseeable or comprehensible after they 

happened, or alternatively, neither or both.  Their findings suggested an asymmetry in 

accident sequences, such that road traffic accidents appeared relatively easy to foresee 

once the event had already taken place, but were presumably not as obvious 

beforehand to the unfortunate victims of these events.  

 

In 1997, Clarke and Blake deemed this asymmetry to warrant further investigation, 

stating that ‘the way in which people may be able to infer what followed or what 

preceded an event are not as similar as they may seem’ (p999).  Their seminal paper 

provided further support to this statement by establishing a Super-Reversal Effect 

(then known only as the Inverse Forecast Effect), whereby making inferences about 

what occurred prior to an event is more accurate than making inferences about what 

occurred following an event.  Research by two previous unpublished studies (Stokes 

& Clarke, 1989; Thomas & Clarke, 1996) using both road traffic accidents and 

construction site accidents, respectively, also produced evidence consistent with the 

Super-Reversal Effect.  However, Clarke and Blake’s study was so instrumental as it 

found super-reversal to hold true across two experiments involving different types of 
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action sequences (short-term sequences involving violent incidents in public houses in 

experiment one and both medium-term and long-term action patterns using 

autobiographical materials in experiment two) and thus it became evident that this 

temporal asymmetry in accuracy is not simply a feature of accident sequences, but a 

feature of action sequences more generally.  

 

Clarke and Blake (1997) produced several hypotheses to explain this apparently 

robust phenomenon.  The first hypothesis surrounded the notion that the super-

reversal effect occurred purely as an artefact of the experimental paradigm used in the 

supporting studies, namely that the events were presented in such a way that they sat 

better with the preceding event than the following event, thereby making the task 

easier for those participants faced with making inferences about which event (from a 

series of alternatives) occurred prior to a given event.  However, in Clarke and 

Blake’s study various procedures had been put in place to prevent this from 

happening.  For example, in experiment one, two false alternative events were created 

to fit with the event preceding it and two were created to fit with the event following 

it and so participants in the backward condition were not favoured above those in the 

forward condition.  Thus, this hypothesised explanation of the effect appeared to be 

extinguished from the outset.  

 

Secondly, Clarke and Blake (1997) theorised that the effect arises because the world 

itself is structured asymmetrically; with each event having more possible futures than 

it had pasts.  This idea of the world operating as a one-way causal hierarchy has 

existed since the days of Aristotle (Clarke and Blake, 1997) and is highly consistent 

with the second law of Thermodynamics, which suggests that processes such as 

conduction can only flow in one direction (that is, from a hot to a cold object in this 

case) and never in the reverse.  Furthermore, this law suggests that there is a strong 

tendency for the disorder of the universe to increase along with time, thereby leading 

to purely divergent chains of events in the world.  In sum, it is possible that the super-

reversal effect may arise because retrodiction is more fully understood and performed 

more easily than prediction, as each event has more possible consequents than 

antecedents.   
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Thirdly, Clarke and Blake deemed it possible that the effect could be due to some 

feature of the participants.  More specifically, they suggested that it could arise 

because people have had more practice at contemplating the causes of events than at 

predicting what may happen next and so subsequently people are more accurate at 

inferring pasts from futures, than futures from pasts.  It was further hypothesised that 

people may employ the use of heuristics (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) or scripts 

(Schank & Abelson, 1977) to aid them in this process of using available information 

to explain and predict events, and that these scripts favour connectivity to pieces of 

information or events that have taken place in the past, as opposed to the future.   

 

The final explanation of the effect was that it was an artefact of the language used in 

each of the supporting studies.  More precisely, Clarke and Blake pointed out that the 

only existing evidence in favour of a Super-Reversal Effect comes from studies, 

which presented chains of events as narrative descriptions.  Perhaps, as they 

suggested, narratives by their own very nature describe events more specifically as 

they unfold and thus, narratives intrinsically link each piece of a story more strongly 

with its past than with its future. 

 

In line with that of the above explanation, evidence in recent years points to the 

Super-Reversal Effect as purely a facet of narrative description.  Harmon (1998, 

unpublished) investigated the Super-Reversal Effect using individual words in text 

and Mirfin (1999, unpublished) investigated the effect using dialogue and 

conversations from a family mediation sequence and a popular television soap opera.  

The procedures employed in both studies were very similar to those used in the 

supporting studies (Clarke & Blake, 1997; Stokes, 1989, unpublished; Thomas, 1996, 

unpublished).  However, in the absence of narrative descriptions, neither of these 

studies provided any support for the super-reversal effect.   

 

Further support for the notion that the effect arises purely from the use of narratives 

has come from a series of studies using graphical presentations of information.  

Armfelt (1999, unpublished) used graphs based on time-series weather data to mimic 

the procedures of the previous experiments.  For example, participants were instructed 

to complete the right hand side of the graphs in a condition said to be equivalent to 

that of inferring a following event of an action sequence, whereas they were instructed 
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to complete the left hand side of the graphs in a condition deemed to be equivalent to 

that of inferring a preceding event.  Once again, no evidence in support of a super-

reversal effect was found.  However, Armfelt’s study did suffer from a problem in the 

design, which led to the two directions of inference (forward and backward) 

becoming confounded with space and time.  

 

Tan (1999, unpublished) identified this confound and corrected for it by flipping the 

graphs on their horizontal plane to produce the following conditions; the inference 

could be made temporally forwards (future) or temporally backwards (past) and 

spatially forwards (at the right end of the graph) or spatially backwards (at the left end 

of the graph).  Results revealed that only when the polynomial trendline was used for 

error measurement was there any evidence consistent with a super-reversal effect.  

Furthermore, even in this case the super-reversal effect was confined to a spatial and 

not temporal asymmetry.  Instead, the main stay of the results supported the exact 

opposite of the super-reversal effect and thus, there is still no concrete evidence in 

favour of a super-reversal effect in the absence of narrative description. 

 

More recently, Franklin (2000, unpublished) completed a replication and extension of 

Tan’s study, consisting of three different experiments.  The first was designed as a 

basic replication of Tan’s study only using more sophisticated graphs than those used 

by the previous researcher.  The second experiment used Verbal Protocol Analysis of 

concurrent verbalisations to highlight any temporal or spatial asymmetries that may 

have existed in the participants reasoning while carrying out the necessary inferences.  

Finally, the third experiment used econometric models of forecasting on computer 

software to forecast the graphs used in the first experiment.  The aim of this third 

experiment was to remove the effects of human judgemental and heuristic biases from 

the study.  Once again, results across each of the three experiments provided no direct 

support for the super-reversal effect.   

 

In sum, direct support for the super-reversal effect is currently limited to studies based 

purely on narrative descriptions of chains of events.  Hence, it appears that in line 

with the fourth suggestion of Clarke & Blake (1997) the asymmetry exists only when 

using narratives which appear to have the capability to link events more strongly to 

their past than to their future and thus, the notion of the super-reversal effect being a 
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general feature of action sequences and of the way people form and use knowledge 

about patterns over time is clearly threatened. 

 

 

The Present Study 

 

Through it’s careful design, this experiment aims to re-investigate the super-reversal 

effect with regard to each of the hypotheses suggested by Clarke and Blake (1997).  In 

this way, this study can be viewed as a partial replication and extension of Clarke & 

Blake’s seminal study, although in this experiment the chains of events are taken from 

two football matches (instead of violent incidents in a public house or 

autobiographical material).   

 

Football matches were taken to be the stimulus materials for a number of reasons.  

Firstly, sporting events have yet to be used as stimulus materials in a super-reversal 

type study and so it is hoped that this investigation will further extend the boundaries 

of action sequences, to which the super-reversal effect applies. 

 

Secondly, football matches are mostly encountered in one of three formats.  Football 

matches are either viewed by going to the match in person, watched on a television 

screen or heard on the radio.  Therefore, football action sequences are most 

commonly encountered either visually or they are experienced in a narrative type 

form (due to the excitable commentators).  In this way, football action sequences lend 

themselves very nicely to being presented either in a narrative form, a still frame form 

or a combination of the two (referred to as doubles for the use of this study).  Thus, 

football action sequences appear to offer a very useful way of investigating whether 

the super-reversal effect is simply limited to an intrinsic property of narrative 

descriptions.  That is, if the super-reversal effect arises only from the 

language/narrative description used in the task, then the effect should be absent when 

the action sequences are presented visually as still frames.  It is postulated that the 

previous studies undertaken to address this issue (Mirfin, 1999, unpublished; Armfelt, 

1999, unpublished; Tan, 1999, unpublished; Franklin, 2000, unpublished) have not 

satisfactorily investigated this notion of the super-reversal effects existence, as 

graphical presentations are simply too far removed from the common ways in which 
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action sequences are encountered by the majority of people in everyday-life and as 

stated by Mirfin (1999, unpublished) when explaining the reasons for her 

unsupportive results ‘conversation cannot be classified as an action’ (p16). 

 

Thirdly, as with nearly everything in life, some people are more practiced/experienced 

with football action sequences than are others.  The literature on expertise is a wash 

with studies pertaining to the relationship between practice and expertise.  Ericsson et 

al (1993) go so far as too claim that virtually all expertise can be accounted for by 

amount of practice.  Central to the argument presented below is the notion of tactical 

learning (e.g., Greeno, 1974); as people experience events or problems they 

increasingly learn more about the sequences of actions involved in those 

events/problems.  By tapping individual differences in expertise caused by previous 

experiences with football events this study aims to shed light on another of the 

hypotheses suggested by Clarke & Blake (1997).  Their third hypothesis stated that 

the super-reversal effect could arise because people have simply had more practice at 

contemplating the causes of events and so people are more accurate at inferring pasts 

from futures.  By providing participants in this study with a questionnaire surrounding 

their experiences and knowledge of football it was hoped to see whether there is 

indeed some relationship between experience with football action sequences and the 

extent to which people are better at inferring pasts from futures, than futures from 

pasts.  From research on tactical learning in expertise and the speculative conclusions 

drawn from the third experiment of the Franklin (2000, unpublished) study (i.e., that 

due to the differences in human and mechanical forecasts, the biases held by people 

contribute to the super-reversal effect) it is postulated that expertise will exert a 

positive influence on the super-reversal effect. 

 

 

Hypotheses 

 

It is postulated that: 

1. Mean accuracy scores for participants in the backward condition will be 

significantly higher than those of participants in the forward condition. 

2. Hypothesis one will hold true for each of the information conditions: narrative 

presentations, still frame presentations and doubles. 
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3. There will be a significant difference between the mean accuracy scores for 

participants in the relative expert and relative novice conditions. 

4. The super-reversal effect will be more pronounced for participants in the 

relative expert condition than those participants in the relative novice 

condition. 

5. Hypothesis three will hold true for each of the information conditions: 

narrative presentations, still frame presentations and doubles. 

 

In addition to these experimental hypotheses this study will focus on the following 

research questions: 

• Whether or not there will be a significant effect of the football match used. 

• Whether or not participants in the doubles task will produce significantly 

higher accuracy scores than participants in the other two conditions.   

• Whether or not participants in the narratives condition will produce 

significantly higher accuracy scores then those participants in the 

remaining two conditions.   
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Participants 

 

A total of one hundred and twenty participants took part in this experiment.  Each 

participant was male in order to prevent the confounding effect of gender bias in the 

expertise parts of the analysis, whereby a median split of the participants’ 

questionnaire scores would be conducted to assign each participant to either the 

relative novice or relative expert condition.  It was thus deemed necessary to conduct 

an all male study, as it was believed that if females were included in the study they 

would be heavily over-represented in the relative novice condition and thus confound 

the results.  The participants’ ages ranged between 18 to 25, with a mean of 20.93 

years and standard deviation of 1.58.  The participants were obtained using 

opportunity sampling, and they were all undergraduate students at the University of 

Nottingham, studying for a variety of different degrees.  All participants had good or 

corrected sight and had English as their first language. 

 

 

Apparatus and Materials 

    

The questionnaires, instructions and experimental procedure were tested and refined 

using a pilot study of twelve participants taken from a similar participant pool to those 

participants who took part in this experiment.  As a result of this preliminary pilot 

study, both the instructions and questionnaires underwent slight modifications to 

improve the clarity of the experimental procedure. 

 

Each participant received a booklet comprising a set of instructions (which differed 

appropriately in terms of whether the true sequence was to be presented forwards or 

backwards, whether the game was Tottenham Hotspur vs. Derby County or Leeds 

United vs. Chelsea and whether the sequence was to be shown as narratives only, still 

frames only or a combination of both) and a questionnaire (see appendix 1 for an 

example of an experimental booklet relating to a combination of both narratives and 

still frames for the Leeds United game presented in the forward direction).  The 

questionnaire consisted of a personal details section whereby participants were asked 
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to provide details of their age and degree course, followed by eleven questionnaire 

items.  The first five items were essentially open-ended questions asking about 

participants current and previous experiences with football, whereas the last six items 

required the participants to rate various statements regarding their commitment, 

experiences and interest in football on a seven-point likert scale ranging from 1 

(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).  Participants also received a consent form 

(appendix 2), which was provided separately from the booklet to ensure the 

participants’ confidentiality and anonymity. 

 

Participants each saw one of two action sequences, presented as nine discrete events, 

printed on separate pages of the booklet.  Following each “true” event on the same 

page was a choice of five alternative events, which may have happened just after that 

(for participants in the forwards condition) or just prior to that (for participants in the 

backwards condition).  Only one of the five alternative events was the event, which 

had actually occurred (i.e., the “true” event).  The remaining four events were false 

alternatives.  The five alternatives were presented in a random order (i.e., the true 

event was not always embedded in the same position within the false alternatives) and 

no alternatives were presented for the first or last events in the sequence. 

 

The true events and false alternatives were created as follows.  The stimuli (i.e., the 

football games) were originally recorded from ‘Sky Sports’ using a Philips VHS 

recorder.  The first recorded football match was that of Tottenham Hotspur vs. Derby 

County, which took place on Monday 15th October 2001 at 8pm.  The second match 

was that of Leeds United vs. Chelsea, which took place on Sunday 21st October 2001 

at 4pm.  Both football games were originally recorded as live, full-length versions.   

 

Five, twenty-four second clips of each match were selected according to strict criteria; 

they came from the same half of the match, the camera angle did not change and had 

to remain as would be expected if viewing the game from a seat positioned at the 

halfway line (i.e., the clip could not skip from the halfway line view to a close-up) 

and the clips were not allowed to include definite start and end points (such as the 

kick-off or the ball going out for a corner) and so could only include uninterrupted 

passages of play where the ball stayed on the field.  The beginning and ending images 

of each action sequences were not included on the belief that they may contain 
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sequence setting and closing devices, which could lead to directional biases (e.g., the 

beginning of an action sequence may provide an asymmetry favouring participants in 

the backwards condition and vice versa for ending images).    

 

These twenty-four second clips of film were then extracted from their respective VHS 

videos, as nine still frames, with each frame being separated from the next in 

sequence by three seconds.  The software used to perform this task was Adobe 

Premiere 5.1, which was run on a Windows 98 PC installed with a Pinnacle DV500 

real-time video capture card.  Each of the still frames were then copied into Microsoft 

Word and reduced to greyscale images.  The size of each greyscale image was 

reduced to a width of 8.76cm and a height of 7cm, thereby retaining the same 

proportions as that originally recorded by the VHS player.  The top 20% of the image 

was then removed to reduce the still frame to a final size of 8.76 cm by 5.6cm.  This 

procedure had to be completed to remove obvious clues, which could have helped 

participants to decipher the sequence of events (such as the clock which featured in 

the top-left hand corner of each of the 8.76cm by 7cm images). 

 

A one-sentence narrative stripped of anaphoric reference was created for each still 

frame.  Hence, in total there were five, nine frame sequences for both the Tottenham 

and the Leeds game which could be presented to the participants as narratives only, 

still frames only or a combination of both (referred to as doubles). 

 

One of the nine frame/narrative/doubles sequences for each game was randomly 

selected to be the “true” event and the remaining four sequences for each game 

dropped their first and ninth frames/narratives/doubles in the sequence to provide a 

pool of twenty-eight false alternatives for each respective game.  The four false 

alternatives for each of the seven true events (for each game) were then chosen at 

random from the pool of false alternatives.  This was a further way of avoiding 

directional biases, as although the false alternatives may not be equal in terms of 

plausibility, they should each act as background noise making the true event stand out 

to a similar extent in both the backwards and the forwards conditions.  In sum, 

whichever game participants viewed (i.e., Tottenham or Leeds), whichever 

information they received (i.e., still frames, narratives or doubles) and whichever 

direction they were instructed to work in (i.e., forwards or backwards), they would 
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have to decide the true event from a possibility of five events, four of which were 

false alternatives.   

 

 

Design 

 

A 3 x 2 x 2 x 2 between-participants design was used in this experiment, with 

independent variables of information (narratives or still frames or doubles), direction 

(forwards or backwards) and game (Tottenham or Leeds) and a between participant 

fixed effect comparison of expertise (relative novice or relative expert).  The 

dependent variable was the average accuracy scores (i.e., how accurate participants 

were at identifying the true event at each of the stages across the sequence). 

 

 

Procedure 

 

Participants were randomly allocated to one of the twelve experimental conditions 

(information x direction x game), with each condition taking place in isolation to 

ensure that participants suspicion as to the experimental hypotheses was not aroused.  

Each participant was given the booklet appropriate to their specific condition and 

requested to read the instructions.  Once participants had read and understood the 

instructions of the task, they then went on to complete the questionnaire.   

 

In the forward condition, participants worked through the booklet from start to finish 

trying to accurately identify the following true event in the sequence, which was 

placed within a group of five alternatives.  Participants were instructed to rate each of 

the alternatives on a seven-point likert scale ranging from 1 (extremely unlikely to 

occur next) to 7 (extremely likely to occur next). 

 

On the other hand, those participants randomly allocated to the backwards condition 

worked from the end to the start of the sequence trying to accurately identify the true 

preceding event within each group of five alternatives.  Participants in this group also 

had to rate the alternatives on a seven point likert scale ranging from 1 (extremely 
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unlikely to have occurred beforehand) to 7 (extremely likely to have occurred 

beforehand).   

 

Participants in both the forward and the backward conditions worked through the 

booklet in order and were instructed not to move on to the next page until they had 

completed the ratings for each of the five alternatives.  Participants received this 

instruction because feedback as to the true event was provided on the next page of the 

booklet (feedback was purely provided so that participants could have knowledge of 

the correct stage in the sequence before moving on to the next group of alternatives).  

However, it should be acknowledged that there is no way of knowing whether each 

and every participant actually complied with these instructions.  Even though there 

were no alternatives relating to the last event in the sequence, this event was still 

provided to satisfy any curiosities that the participants may have had.   

 

Once the booklet was completed the participants were thanked for their participation 

in the study and their questionnaire and average accuracy scores on the task had to be 

individually calculated.  As previously detailed, the first five questionnaire items were 

essentially open-ended questions and thus the results of these questions were not in a 

form directly comparable to that of the remaining six items, which were rated on a 

seven-point likert scale.  Hence, to calculate an accurate questionnaire score for each 

of the participants, each of the questionnaire items were made directly comparable to 

one another by a process of normalisation, which involved comparing each 

individual’s score on each individual item, to the mean of that item and then dividing 

by the standard deviation of the item (i.e., subtracting the mean item score from each 

participants individual item score and then dividing that figure by the standard 

deviation of the item as taken across each participants score on that item).  Each 

participant’s normalised score for each of the items were then summed (giving a score 

reflecting their football expertise, with the score increasing with expertise) and 

compared to a median split of the total one hundred and twenty participants 

questionnaire scores.  Those above the median split were deemed to be relative 

experts and those below the median split were deemed to be relative novices. 

 

A single accuracy score (i.e., the dependent variable) was calculated for each 

participant by weighting and then combining the likelihood ratings for each of the 
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correct and incorrect alternatives that the participant had been faced with.  Ratings for 

each correct item were multiplied by four, whereas the weighting for each incorrect 

item was calculated by multiplying each item by minus one.  Hence, the score for 

each event could theoretically range from -24 to +24.  The values were then summed 

across each of the seven rated events to give each participant an accuracy score (this 

score could theoretically range from -168 to +168) that appropriately reflected 

whether they saw a difference in plausibility between the “true” event and the false 

alternatives.            
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Results 
 

The assumptions of ANOVA, namely, normality and homogeneity of variance were 

tested for each of the four analyses (see appendix 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively).  The 

values were checked for both skew and kurtosis, which revealed the data to be 

normally distributed.  The variance was found to be homogenous using Bartlett’s test 

for homogeneity of variance.  Therefore, the data met the assumptions for ANOVA 

and were not transformed.         

 

 

Analysis 1:  

 

A two-way 2x3, between groups analysis of variance was conducted (appendix 3) to 

investigate the main effects and interactions of the independent variables of direction 

and information on accuracy scores (the dependent variable).  The independent 

variable of direction had two levels (forward and backward) whereas the independent 

variable of information operated on three levels (narratives, still frames and doubles).  

There were 20 participants in each of the six groups.  The means (and standard 

deviations) are shown in the table below: 

 

 Narratives Still frames Doubles 

Forward 28.45 (24.02) 50.2 (25.52) 59.3 (24.39) 

Backward 55.25 (30.28) 77 (31.36) 70.8 (25.54) 

Table 1: Mean accuracy scores (and standard deviations) as a function of the two     
              levels of direction and the three levels of information. 
 

There was a significant main effect of direction (F1,114=19.368, MSe=729.38, 

p<0.0001) and a significant main effect of information (F2,114=9.263, MSe=729.38, 

p<0.001).  The interaction between direction and information did not reach 

significance (F2,114=1.070, MSe=729.38, p>0.05).  For the main effect of direction 

participants accuracy scores were significantly higher in the backward condition 

(mean=67.68) than the forward condition (mean=45.98).  Unplanned Tukey pairwise 

comparisons were conducted on the main effect of information.  Significant effects 

were found for the narratives vs. still frames (q=5.09, p<0.01) and narratives vs. 
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doubles (q=5.43, p<0.001), although there was no evidence of a difference between 

the still frames and doubles conditions (q=0.34).  Overall participants were 

significantly less accurate when completing the tasks using narratives (mean=41.85) 

than when completing the tasks using still frames (mean=63.6) or doubles 

(mean=65.05), which did not significantly differ.  

 

The graph below depicts the average (mean) accuracy scores as a function of the two 

independent variables, direction and information. 

     Graph 1: Mean accuracy scores for the two levels of direction (forward and  
                    backward) and the three levels of information (narratives,  
                    still frames and doubles). 
 

 

 

Analysis 2: 

 

To ensure that the main effect of direction (obtained in analysis 1) was not specific to 

an artefact of only one of the games used in this experiment, a two-way 2x2, between 

groups analysis of variance was performed (appendix 4) on the accuracy scores with 

independent variables of direction (forwards or backwards) and game (Leeds or 
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Tottenham).  There were 30 participants in each of the four groups.  The table below 

shows the relevant means (and standard deviations) 

 

 Leeds Tottenham 

Forwards 44.67 (30.91) 47.3 (24.13) 

Backwards 63.13 (27.59) 72.23 (32.28) 

Table 2: Mean accuracy scores (and standard deviations) as a function of the two  
              levels of direction and the two levels of game. 
 

Again, there was a significant main effect of direction (F1,116=16.915, MSe=835.136, 

p<0.0001).  However, there was no significant main effect for game (F1,116=1.236, 

MSe=835.136, p>0.05) and direction failed to interact significantly with game 

(F1,116=0.376, MSe=835.136, p><0.05).  In sum, it appears that we can state with 

some certainty that participants accuracy scores were significantly higher in the 

backwards condition (mean=67.68) compared to the forwards condition 

(mean=45.99) and that this effect was independent of the influence of game type (i.e., 

whether the participants were presented with stimuli referring to the Leeds vs. 

Chelsea game or the Tottenham Hotspur vs. Derby County game).  Hence, the super-

reversal effect evident in the mean accuracy scores is not a spurious artefact of only 

one set of the stimulus materials used in this experiment. 

 

A graph of the mean accuracy scores as a function of direction and game is given on 

the following page. 
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Graph 2: Mean accuracy scores in accordance with the two levels of direction    
               (forwards and backwards) and the two levels of game (Leeds and  
               Tottenham). 
 

 

 

Analysis 3: 

 

As previously outlined in the introduction, Clarke and Blake (1997) suggested that the 

super-reversal effect may arise because people have simply had more practice and are 

thus more experienced at tracing an event’s history than at predicting what may 

happen next.  In light of this suggestion participants in this experiment were given a 

questionnaire regarding their day-to-day and previous experiences with football 

before they completed the actual task. 

 

Once all the raw data was collected, the questionnaire scores for each participant were 

normalised (as outlined in the procedure section of the method) and individually 

summed across the eleven items (see appendix 7).  Participants were then categorised 

as either a relative novice or a relative expert by means of a median split calculated 

across the entire range of the participants’ summed normalised questionnaire scores 

(i.e., those above the median split were regarded as relative experts while those below 

the median split were regarded as relative novices).  
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Thus, to investigate the role that practice (or in this case expertise) may play in 

producing the super-reversal effect a further two-way, 2x2, between groups analysis 

of variance was conducted (appendix 5) to investigate the main effects and 

interactions of direction and expertise on participants’ accuracy scores.  As previously 

described the independent variable of direction consisted of two levels (forwards and 

backwards) while the between participant fixed effect comparison of expertise also 

had two levels (expert and novice).  Even though participants were not systematically 

allocated to the levels of relative expert and relative novice, there were still 30 

participants in each of the four groups.  Thus, any main effects of direction cannot be 

attributed to a disproportionate number of novices or experts in any one of the 

direction conditions because experts and novices are distributed evenly throughout the 

backwards and forwards levels of this independent variable.  The means (and standard 

deviations) can be found in the table below.  

 

 Expert Novice 

Forwards 49.77 (29.18) 42.2 (25.69) 

Backwards 78.07 (27.72) 57.3 (29.23) 

Table 3: Mean accuracy scores (and standard deviations) as a function of the two  
              levels of direction and the two levels of expertise. 
 

Once again there was a significant main effect for direction (F1,116=18.029, 

MSe=783.572, p<0.0001).  Furthermore, there was also a significant main effect of 

expertise (F1,116=8.830, MSe=783.572, p<0.01) although the interaction between 

direction and expertise failed to reach significance (F1,116=1.668, MSe=783.572, 

p>0.05).  For the main effect of direction participants accuracy scores were 

significantly higher in the backwards condition (mean=67.69) than the forwards 

condition (mean=45.99).  With regard to the main effect of expertise, participants who 

were categorised as relative experts had significantly higher accuracy scores 

(mean=63.92) than those participants who were categorised as relative novices 

(mean=49.75).  The mean accuracy scores as a function of direction and expertise are 

illustrated in the graph below. 
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  Graph 3: Mean accuracy scores in accordance with the two levels of direction    
                 (forwards and backwards) and the two levels of expertise (expert and  
                  novice). 
 

In sum, it appears that both direction and expertise have a significant effect on 

accuracy, with mean accuracy scores being significantly higher in the backwards 

condition and mean accuracy scores also being significantly greater in the expert 

condition.  However, because the interaction between direction and expertise failed to 

reach significance we are seemingly unable to partition the combined effects of these 

variables more finely.  A three-way, 2x2x3, ANOVA investigating the main effects 

and interactions of the between participant fixed effect comparison (expertise) and the 

two independent variables (direction and information) on accuracy scores, may allow 

us to establish the interactive roles of expertise and direction but unfortunately due to 

the small and now uneven sample of participants this ANOVA cannot be carried out 

on the data presented here. 

 

This paper would have left the matter of the interacting effects of direction and 

expertise here, however, further results were uncovered when looking at the 

relationship between participants questionnaire scores (the indicator of their level of 

expertise) and their mean accuracy scores using Pearson’s r correlation coefficients 

(see appendix 5).  The relationship between accuracy and expertise produced a 

significant correlation (r=0.216, p<0.05) as illustrated in the following graph: 
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Graph 4: The relationship between expertise (normalised scores summed across the  
              eleven questionnaire items) and mean accuracy scores. 
 

For the backwards condition alone, Pearson’s r was also found to be significant 

(r=0.317, p<0.05) when investigating the relationship between participants mean 

accuracy scores and their questionnaire scores (i.e., expertise).  However, in the 

forward condition alone the Pearson’s r correlation coefficient relationship between 

participants mean accuracy scores and their questionnaire scores did not reach 

significance (r=0.083, p>0.05).  See the two graphs illustrated below, respectively: 

Graph 5: The relationship between participants’ expertise scores (normalised scores  
               summed across the eleven questionnaire items) and mean accuracy scores in  
               the backward condition only. 
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Graph 6: The relationship between participants’ expertise scores (normalised scores  
               summed across the eleven questionnaire items) and mean accuracy scores  
               for the forward condition only.  
 

Therefore, the data appear to indicate that the performance of relative novices and 

relative experts differ at the different levels of the direction variable (i.e., forwards or 

backwards).  However, many researchers (e.g., Einhorn & Hogarth, 1986) in a 

number of different psychological textbooks state that great caution must be taken 

when inferring causal links on the basis of correlation coefficients, as correlation does 

not necessarily imply causation.     

 

This left us with a serious quandary as we could not conclude with any great degree of 

certainty, the extent to which expertise influenced performance at the two different 

levels of direction.  Firstly, perhaps the super-reversal effect holds only for novices 

and not experts.  Secondly, perhaps novices and experts only differ significantly in 

terms of accuracy at one of the levels of direction and not the other.  These issues 

clearly required further investigation and so although the original interaction between 

direction and expertise did not reach significance we went on to conduct Tukey 

pairwise comparisons between the levels of direction and the levels of expertise.   

 
Significant effects were found for forward vs. backward at both the expert (q=5.54, 

p<0.001) and the novice (q=2.95, p<0.05) level of expertise, respectively, with 

accuracy turning out significantly higher in the backward condition for both experts 
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and novices.  There were also significant effects for experts vs. novices at the 

backward level of direction (q=4.06, p<0.01) although there were no significant 

differences for experts vs. novices at the forward level of direction (q=1.48, p>0.05), 

thus it appears that being a relative expert exerts its effect by significantly improving 

mean accuracy scores at the backward level of direction only, compared to relative 

novices. 

 

 

Analysis 4: 

 

Given that expertise has been found to exert differential effects at different levels of 

the direction variable, a fourth and final two-way, 2x3, between groups analysis of 

variance was performed (appendix 6) on the accuracy scores, to investigate the main 

effects and interactions of the between participant fixed effect comparison of 

expertise (relative expert and relative novice) and the independent variable of 

information (narratives, still frames and doubles).  Perhaps expertise exerts its effects 

by increasing mean accuracy scores mainly at the still frame level of information 

(where information is presented pictorially/visually to the participants and thus 

constitutes the way in which people normally view action sequences, especially those 

surrounding football), thereby producing a partial explanation of why previous studies 

in this area (e.g., Armfelt, unpublished; Tan, unpublished; Franklin, unpublished) 

have failed to find a super-reversal effect.  

 

Due to the fact that participants were only randomly allocated (on the basis of their 

questionnaire scores) and not systematically allocated to the levels of relative expert 

and relative novice in an a priori fashion, the six groups contained slightly different 

numbers of participants.  There were 19 participants in the relative expert doubles 

condition, 18 participants in the relative expert narratives condition, 23 participants in 

the relative expert still frames condition, 21 participants in the relative novice doubles 

condition, 22 participants in the relative novice narratives condition and 17 

participants in the relative novice still frames condition.  The relevant means (and 

standard deviations) can be seen in the table on the following page.  
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 Narratives Still frames Doubles 

Experts 50.89 (32.71) 71 (32.33) 67.68 (27.22) 

Novices 34.46 (26.47) 53.59 (27.71)  62.67 (23.92) 

Table 4: Mean accuracy scores (and standard deviations) as a function of the two  
              levels of expertise and the three levels of information. 
 

There was a significant main effect of expertise (F1,114=6.102, MSe=815.334, p<0.05) 

and a significant main effect of information (F2,114=7.271, MSe=815.334, p<0.01).  

However, the interaction between expertise and information failed to reach 

significance (F2,114=0.576, MSe=815.334, p>0.05).  For the main effect of expertise 

participants’ accuracy scores were significantly higher in the relative expert condition 

(mean=63.19) than the relative novice condition (mean=50.24).  Unplanned Tukey 

pairwise comparisons were conducted on the main effect of information and showed 

significant effects for the narratives vs. still frames (q=4.82, p<0.01) and narratives 

vs. doubles (q=5.14, p<0.01), although there was no evidence of a difference between 

the still frames and doubles conditions (q=0.32).  Overall participants were 

significantly less accurate when completing the tasks using narratives (mean=42.68) 

than when completing the tasks using still frames (mean=62.30) or doubles 

(mean=65.18), which did not significantly differ. 

 

The graph below depicts the mean accuracy scores as a function of the two 

independent variables, expertise and information. 

 Graph 7: Mean accuracy scores in accordance with the two levels of expertise    
                (expert and novice) and the three levels of information (narratives, still                 
                 frames and doubles). 
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Discussion 

 

 

Relating the findings to the super-reversal effect 

 

The results of this study support the findings of previous studies by Stokes (1989, 

unpublished), Thomas (1996, unpublished) and Clarke & Blake (1997), in 

demonstrating a super-reversal effect.  That is, in line with the first experimental 

hypothesis, participants were significantly more accurate at inferring earlier events 

given knowledge of later events than at inferring later events given knowledge of 

earlier events.     

 

In sum, participants average accuracy scores were significantly higher in the 

backward than the forward condition and the lack of interaction in analysis one 

suggests that this difference holds true for each of the levels of information (i.e., 

narratives, still frames and doubles, respectively).  Before emphasising the relative 

importance of these findings, it is crucial to investigate whether or not the super-

reversal effect evident in the data can be explained by a spurious artefact of only one 

set of the stimulus materials used in this study.  The lack of a significant main effect 

of game and a non-significant interaction in analysis two clearly imply that the super-

reversal effect held for both types of game (i.e., Tottenham Hotspur vs. Derby County 

and Leeds United vs. Chelsea).  Thus, the super-reversal effect was obtained with two 

sets of materials and so is highly unlikely to be due to any idiosyncratic characteristics 

of the materials used in the study.   

 

As suggested by Clarke & Blake (1997) it is still possible, however, that the super-

reversal effect is an artefact of the experimental paradigm.  The key issue is the way 

in which the false alternatives for each true event were formed.  It may be that the 

events were formed in such a way that they sat better with the preceding than the 

following event and as a direct result of this the task may have favoured participants 

in the backward condition.  However, in a procedure that was similar to that used in 

Clarke & Blake’s second experiment, each true event in this experiment was 

presented against a background of four randomly assigned false alternative events 

drawn from other sections of the same football match using the same strict criteria 
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(see method).  Although these alternatives may not always convincingly fit the 

context of the true event, they will serve only to increase overall accuracy levels and 

will certainly not favour the backward condition over the forward condition.  Hence, 

the super-reversal effect demonstrated by this study cannot be accounted for in terms 

of an artefact of the experimental paradigm. 

 

Thus far, the super-reversal effect has only been demonstrated using action sequences 

surrounding road traffic accidents (Stokes, 1989, unpublished), construction site 

accidents (Thomas, 1996, unpublished), violent incidents in public houses (Clarke & 

Blake, 1997) and autobiographical materials (Clarke & Blake, 1997).  In investigating 

this effect using football action sequences this study has accomplished one of its aims 

in extending the boundaries of action sequences to which the super-reversal effect 

applies. 

 

In keeping with the suggestions of Clarke & Blake (1997), the super-reversal effect 

has previously only been seen to exist in studies that have presented chains of events 

as narrative descriptions.  It has therefore never been possible for previous studies to 

address the role that people, and/or the world/action sequences themselves, play in 

generating this asymmetry.  In this respect, this study substantially contributes to our 

understanding of the effect because as the results of analysis one reveal, the super-

reversal effect has not only been shown to hold for action sequences presented as 

narratives, but the effect also holds for action sequences presented as still frames and 

a combination of the two (confirming experimental hypothesis number two of this 

study).  It is apparent that the super-reversal effect can no longer be explained in 

terms of language and more specifically the notion that as narrative unfolds the 

descriptions of events become more specific thus favouring those in the backward 

condition, must be eradicated as an explanation of the effect demonstrated in this 

study. 

 

The findings of this experiment therefore stand in marked contrast to those studies 

that investigated the effect using individual words, conversation or graphic 

representations of information.  It is suggested that the reasons for this apparent 

discrepancy in the results is that graphical presentations are simply too far removed 

from the common ways in which action sequences are encountered by the majority of 
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people in everyday-life and that as such the experiments based on these materials 

(Armfelt, 1999, unpublished; Tan, 1999, unpublished; Franklin, 2000, unpublished) 

swamped any asymmetry that may have existed.  In the case of the study by Harmon 

(1998, unpublished) it is proposed that individual words provide insufficient 

information for the asymmetry to become evident and furthermore the reasons for the 

inconsistencies with Mirfin’s (1999, unpublished) results can be accounted for on the 

basis that conversation is not action.  Such a statement may however be hotly 

contested by researchers of the Discursive Action Model (Edwards & Potter, 1993) 

and so it may simply be that conversation is an action sequence to which the super-

reversal effect does not apply.   

 

The results of this study enable the super-reversal effect to be set free from the 

shackles of language.  Therefore, in line with the second of Clarke & Blake’s (1997) 

suggestions, it appears that the effect arises because action sequences themselves are 

structured asymmetrically in the world, with events contributing to a divergent “game 

tree”, whereby each event has more possible futures than it had pasts.  Independent 

support consistent with this suggestion is also evident in forensic psychology.  Using 

knowledge relating to the locations of incidents, offender profilers are often unable to 

work forwards to pinpoint the whereabouts of an offender because such incidents 

have more possible futures than pasts, and so offender profilers find it both more 

useful and more accurate to work backwards from such knowledge in order to 

pinpoint the offender’s whereabouts.   

 

Although appealing, the suggestion that the super-reversal effect arises purely from 

the asymmetrical structure of action sequences may be slightly premature.  There is a 

possibility that such a suggestion may have overlooked the importance of the role that 

individual variables have to play in the generation of this effect.  In 1997, Clarke & 

Blake were the first to propose that the effect could arise due to some feature of the 

participants.  In particular, they suggested that it could arise because people have had 

more practice at contemplating the causes of events than at predicting what may 

happen next and so subsequently people are more accurate at inferring pasts from 

futures, than futures from pasts.   
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On the face of it, the lack of a significant interaction in analysis three does not appear 

to support such a proposal as both those highly knowledgeable and practised in 

football and those who are relative novices both demonstrate results consistent with a 

super-reversal effect.  Nonetheless, in line with the third experimental hypothesis of 

this study, those deemed as relative experts on the basis of their questionnaire scores 

had significantly higher accuracy scores than relative novices.  This result was 

reflected in the significant positive relationship between expertise and accuracy and is 

in line with theories of tactical learning in the expertise literature, which state that as 

people experience events or problems they increasingly learn more about the 

sequences of actions involved in those events/problems.  Conversely, when the 

relationships between expertise and accuracy were analysed separately for the forward 

and backward conditions, a significant correlation was only evident in the backward 

condition and so it appeared that relative experts and relative novices may differ in 

terms of accuracy at the different levels of the direction variable.   

 

When probing the interaction to investigate causal links the super-reversal effect was 

found to hold true for both novices and experts but more importantly, when compared 

to relative novices, relative experts were found to be significantly more accurate on 

the task in the backward condition only.  Thus, being more knowledgeable and/or 

well practiced on the action sequence leads to a greater asymmetry caused by 

significantly more accurate scores at the backward level of direction only.  In sum, 

(and in line with hypothesis four of this study) the super-reversal effect is more 

pronounced for participants in the relative expert condition than those participants in 

the relative novice condition.         

 

When related to Clarke & Blake’s suggestions it appears that although the super-

reversal effect holds for both those people who are and those people who aren’t well 

practiced/knowledgeable about a certain type of action sequence, those who are more 

knowledgeable demonstrate a greater asymmetry which appears to result from greater 

practice at tracing the history and contemplating the causes of familiar events, that, 

due to their interests and experience, they have acquired greater knowledge of.  Thus, 

while being able to attribute the cause of the super-reversal effect to the structure of 

action sequences per se, this study has also shed valuable light on the effects that 

individual variables such as expertise exert on the effect. 
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If, as shown above, expertise can enhance the super-reversal effect then it appeared 

necessary to investigate whether expertise may exert different effects (in terms of 

accuracy) at the three different levels of the information variable.  However, whilst 

once again confirming support for tactical learning in expertise, a lack of a significant 

interaction in analysis four suggests that the difference between the relative novices 

and relative experts in terms of accuracy held true for narratives, still frames and 

doubles, thereby confirming the fifth and final experimental hypothesis.  In sum, the 

effects of expertise were not found to differ between levels of the information variable 

and thus it can be strongly argued that expertise simply exerted its effects by 

enhancing performance in the backward condition irrespective of the level of 

information presented.    

 

A further point of interest is evident from the results of analysis four and supported by 

analysis one.  In both analyses looking at the main effect of information, participants 

were found to be significantly less accurate when completing the tasks using 

narratives than when completing the tasks using still frames or doubles, which did not 

significantly differ.  It is postulated that this superior performance in the still frames 

and doubles conditions cannot be accounted for in terms of expertise as there were 

roughly equal numbers of relative experts and relative novices in each of the three 

conditions.  Instead, it is suggested that the greater accuracy scores in these two 

conditions arise because people more commonly view football action sequences as 

frames or moving pictures and less commonly encounter the same materials in a 

written narrative form.   

 

Overall, it can be concluded that this study has substantially furthered our knowledge 

of the super-reversal effect.  This experiment has not only extended the boundaries of 

action sequences to which the effect applies, but through finding the effect with still 

frames it has eradicated the notion that the effect can be explained in terms of 

unfolding narrative description.  It appears that in line with Clarke & Blake’s (1997) 

hypotheses the super-reversal effect arises due to the asymmetrical organisation of 

action sequences in the world and that this asymmetry can be enhanced by the 

individual variable of expertise (used as an indication of knowledge and practice).   
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Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 

 

The limitation of this study surrounds the way in which participants were assigned to 

the relative expert or relative novice conditions.  Participants were randomly assigned 

to these conditions on the basis of their normalised questionnaire scores.  This left the 

sample of participants slightly too small and unevenly split between the experimental 

conditions.  Therefore, a 2x2x3 ANOVA designed to more finely investigate the main 

effects and interactions of direction, expertise and information, could not be 

conducted on the data.  Future research could aim at a replication of this study using 

systematic allocation of the participants to the relative novice and relative expert 

conditions by asking participants to complete the questionnaires a considerable time 

before asking them to perform the experiment.  This would allow experts and novices 

to be equally distributed among the independent variables of direction and 

information, thereby overcoming the limitation of this study, which would hopefully 

increase understanding of the conditions under which the effect arises and is 

enhanced. 

 

Further research may also wish to investigate and substantiate the claim that 

practice/expertise can enhance the super-reversal effect.  A neat study may be to 

conduct an investigation of the effect using road accident sequences (which Stokes, 

1989, unpublished, has already shown to give rise to the effect) and investigate the 

difference between those that have unfortunately experienced such accidents against 

those who have not.  According to this paper the effect should be more enhanced in 

those that have experienced the accidents because they will have spent more time 

contemplating the causes of such accidents (i.e., looking at the accident sequence in 

reverse) to investigate where things went wrong. 

 

Finally, future research may wish to further investigate the boundaries of the effect.  

The super-reversal effect currently holds true for short-term football action sequences 

(this paper), short-term violent incidents in public houses (Clarke & Blake, 1997), 

short-term road and construction accidents (Stoke, 1989, unpublished; Thomas, 1996, 

unpublished) and medium and long-term autobiographical materials (Clarke & Blake, 

1997).  The effect appears tied to action sequences and so further research may wish 
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to study the effect using other types of sequences.  Replication of the effect using 

other medium and long-term material is also required in order to substantiate the 

claim that the effect holds for this type of material.  Furthermore, future research may 

wish to investigate whether the super-reversal effect applies to sporting activities as a 

whole and not just football action sequences. 

 

 

Implications 

 

The super-reversal effect is a phenomenon worthy of much further investigation.  As 

outlined above there are still so many outstanding research questions that need to be 

investigated and answered surrounding this topic.  However, even currently, the wider 

relevance and importance of the effect is immense.   

 

Firstly, there are implications for theories surrounding the cognitive processes of 

judgement under uncertainty and biases.  This study has revealed knowledge and 

practice to effect judgements under uncertainty and so theories relating to this topic 

(e.g., Tversky & Kahneman 1974) need to be able to account for the growing support 

that the super-reversal effect is receiving.   

 

Secondly, the fact that this study has revealed a super-reversal effect for football 

action sequences may have implications for studies conducted in the area of sports 

psychology.  It may be that the super-reversal effect allows sports psychologists to 

find new ways to manage and avoid problems.  This of course would extend to the 

other research areas where evidence consistent with the super-reversal effect has been 

found (e.g., accident research units). 

 

Finally, knowledge of the super-reversal effect may be extremely important to 

forecasters and should thus be exploited by them.  For example, the effect may aid 

forecasters in gaining an understanding of the judgemental processes and mechanism 

that underlie forecasting and therefore may help in identifying and explaining why 

errors occur.  Perhaps, knowledge relating to the super-reversal effect would have 

been helpful to the weather forecaster Michael Fish, when back in October 1987 he 
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quite famously failed to predict one of the largest storms to strike southern England 

since 1703. 
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